ABSTRACT Indoor target tracking is a crucial application of indoor localization systems. Wi-Fi fingerprintbased target tracking/positioning has been extensively studied due to its deployability under pervasive indoor wireless local area networks. However, the majority of fingerprint-based schemes adopted the static radio map and did not make full use of continuous motion information of the target. Therefore, we build a ubiquitous indoor tracking/localization system that can maintain a dynamic fingerprint database at low cost in this paper. First, we propose an optimal target tracking algorithm exploiting the historical data of the target location information to help improve the accuracy, which adopts a modified particle filter algorithm to reduce the number of samples and computing overhead. Second, we present a database self-update method according to trajectory continuity, which is employed to update fingerprint database dynamically for keeping the system robust. Finally, we tested the optimal target tracking based on dynamic fingerprint algorithm (OTTDF) in a complex laboratory area with diverse target motion conditions and various obstacles, our experimental results indicate that the OTTDF scheme successfully handles complex indoor structure, including different target motion state, signal fingerprint changes caused by obstacles, simultaneously provides better performance in localization cost, and localization/tracking accuracy in indoor wireless network.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND
There are myriad Location Based Services (LBSs) have permeated into numerous aspects of modern life [1] - [3] , as shown in Fig.1 , LBSs play an important role in the fields of industry, business and urban public infrastructure services. LBSs require seamless tracking of target outdoor/indoor anywhere, everywhere according to INDUSTRIE 4.0 scenarios [4] . Advanced Global Position System (GPS) [5] has been widely used in economic, military, production and life of various fields, therefore, GPS can almost completed all outdoor positioning/ tracking successfully. As for Indoor Location Based Services (ILBSs) [6] , GPS cannot be guaranteed to work well in a complex indoor area due to the blockage of satellite signals, it makes the indoor location unavailable. However, human social activities are gradually transferred to the indoor scenarios where people spend more than 70% of their lives, ILBSs have become an essential part of people's activities in living, working, etc. Fortunately, many techniques have been widely applied in every walk of life, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Ultra-Wide Band (UWB), radio frequency identification (RFID) tags and computer vision [6] , [7] etc, to provide indoor individual localization. Among others, the wide availability of Wi-Fi infrastructure and mobile devices, makes fingerprinting scheme based on Wi-Fi signals represent one of the most useful indoor positioning technology [8] . Although the fingerprint-based approach provides satisfactory accuracy, one often faces challenge of unreliability due to the RSS measurements vary with time and space as well as affected by people moving, obstacles and etc. Thus, there is an urgent need to develop the indoor localization and tracking technology with sufficient accuracy and limited latency, to extract locations and routes from indoor targets to provide applications which make use of both estimated values [9] , [10] .
B. MOTIVATION
Nowadays, Wi-Fi fingerprinting is one of the most reliable techniques for indoor individual positioning/tracking. The concept of the fingerprinting is to compare the offline received signal strength (RSS) database and online RSS measurement to find the most similar reference point to represent the user's position. Particle filter (PF) techniques have been used in Wi-Fi location fingerprinting systems to help target tracking. The problem of mobile tracking is reduced to a sequence of the location estimation for a stationary individual. However, environmental dynamics presents challenges to fingerprint database building and maintaining. Furthermore, frequently-used PF-based indoor positioning/tracking accuracy depends more on sampling method and sampling numbers.
Conventional RSS fingerprint-based indoor wireless network localization systems has received considerable interest in recent years, whose accuracy is closely related to the reliability of the radio map. One of the most concerns for the static radio map is that RSS fingerprints are dynamically changed by the temporal and spatial variance due to the influence of interfering objects (such as human movement) and multipath fading in the complicated indoor environment [11] . In order to solve this problem, it is necessary to adjust the radio map dynamically, narrowing the difference between fingerprints in radio map and current RSS value as far as possible. One way to reduce the difference is to re-measure the RSS values at all reference locations manually [12] . However, the more updated locations, the greater the cost and complexity [13] .
Target tracking is crucial for indoor localization systems, for example, mobile individual tracking in Wi-Fi deployed scenarios. Particles Filter is the most commonly used method to solve this issue. Traditional particle filter tracking algorithm based on Monte Carlo sampling methods such as Bayesian Importance Sampling (BIS) and Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS), have two fatal shortcomings yet, the large computational overhead and samples degeneracy [14] - [16] . To deal with these problems, the sampling method needs further research to reduce the sampling numbers and increase particle convergence speed, which makes particle filter has more effective particles in the early stage, and ensures particle diversity. Theoretically, it can enhance the tracking performance of particle filter.
To conclude, Wi-Fi fingerprint tracking/positioning strategy for indoor personnel based on particle filter can be further improved for the following reasons. First, the majority of radio map based wireless indoor localization algorithms adopted the static radio map in which RSS was regarded as stable over time, and neglecting fingerprints are sensitive to the environmental changes, which will lead to large positioning errors. Thus, the offline radio map is required to be updated timely and dynamically to keep the system robust. Second, conventional tracking methods only use the current observation information to estimate the individual location without making good use of the continuous motion information effectively. The sampling method for the traditional particle filter algorithm needs to take into account the information provided by the individual motion trajectory. In this way, the number of samples and computing overhead can be reduced apparently.
C. CONTRIBUTIONS
Aiming at solving these problems, in this paper, we propose an optimal target tracking based on dynamic fingerprint algorithm called OTTDF. The target route and position is predicted utilizing the fingerprint indoor localization scheme, which designs a combination of a modified particle filter (PF) algorithm and a dynamic database update mechanism. Generous experimental results prove that the OTTDF can enhance the localization accuracy and cut down the computing overhead effectively. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) An optimal sampling method for particle filter on the basis of the continuity of movement is presented, which can effectively shrink the sampling area and guarantee the quantity and quality of samples.
2) Using motion information in 1), a database update mechanism is proposed to dynamically renovate fingerprint database. The mechanism makes our tracking algorithm adapt to the complex indoor region where environment varies dramatically and targets have diverse motion conditions.
3) At last, we design an Optimal Target Tracking based on Dynamic Fingerprint (OTTDF) algorithm which is combining the modified PF tracking method and the dynamically update mechanism mentioned above. We tested OTTDF in a complex laboratory region with various obstacles, and results show that our scheme successfully improve the tracking performance of accuracy and overhead.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives related works in previous. In section III, modules of target tacking model are derived. In section IV, a OTTDF algorithm is proposed and used to approximate the system model to create a low cost tracking systems. The simulation results and real tested experiments of the tracking system indicate the higher accuracy and lower computational complexity of the proposed scheme in section V. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI. VOLUME 6, 2018
II. RELATED WORK
Recent advances in mobile terminals and wireless networks have opened a new dimension for indoor positioning [17] , [18] . The most fundamental functionality indoor wireless networks is to pinpoint the location of the target via wireless devices, besides, the modeling for target tracking system is one of the hot issues on indoor positioning. Due to its wide availability and prevalent infrastructure, WiFi-based indoor localization has become an attractive approach of supreme importance, to support adaptive and convenient ILBSs of variety [19] , and fingerprinting approaches based on Wi-Fi received signal strength (RSS) have drawn significant attention in recent years. However, complex and changeable indoor environment brings difficulties to its practice, which leads to larger localization error brought by outdated RSS fingerprints. While the low computational complexity of traditional tracking algorithm cannot be guaranteed, positioning methods nowadays do not take advantage of historical node location information.
RSS-based fingerprinting localization approach is free of additional infrastructures and specific hardware, which consists of two phases: offline training phase to generate radio map (RSS fingerprint database) and online positioning phase to represent the user's position by comparing the offline RSS database and online RSS measurements to find the most similar reference point [20] . It is difficult to maintain and update this radio map for a specific indoor area since the environmental dynamics are inevitable, which will lead to online positioning phase matching a fingerprint that is far from the actual location, resulting in greater positioning error [21] , [22] . Some researchers try to bypass the laborious fingerprint construction phase by proposing an unsupervised learning based WiGEM system [23] , but this method can only adjust the updated location of the RSS value, and cannot efficient update radio map. Some researchers proposed model-based database updating approaches, which use signal propagation models and Wi-Fi monitors to predict the spatial distribution changes of signals [24] . Because additional, specialized infrastructures are usually needed, modelbased approaches might not be applicable for changeable and complex indoor environments. Some researchers also have studied the problem of updating fingerprint matrices across different group of targets [25] or different areas [26] . Unfortunately, the basic assumption for these methods is that RSS does not change over time, which is not always true in reality. Thus, to attain satisfactory positioning and tracking performance, the radio map needs to be updated timely to compensate for the degree of dynamism and uncertainty for indoor scenarios.
Indoor target tracking is an actual and crucial application for indoor localization system, it has highly demand on location estimation accuracy and rises a challenge due to the complexity of the indoor scenarios. Approaches for this topic are mainly based on probabilistic methods, such as Kalman Filter, Monte Carlo or Particles Filter [14] , [27] , [28] . In these methods, the next moment node location can be predicted according to the established probabilistic model and the historical node location information provided by wireless network system. Bybordi and Reggiani [15] proposed a tracking algorithm which was a combination of fingerprinting and extended Kalman filter. The hybrid target tracking technique significantly promotes the performance of target tracking in the simulation results. However, the influence of changing environment on the fingerprints is neglected in this algorithm. Baggio and Langendoen [16] put forward the Monte Carlo box positioning algorithm. The algorithm defines the sample box and the anchor nodes box. The scope of the sampling is limited to a single sample box, so as to improve the success rate of sampling and the efficiency of positioning. But when fewer observation samples are distributed in the anchor nodes box, the success rate of sampling is still low. Traditional particle filter [29] , [30] is an approximate method based on the mathematical theory of Monte Carlo method, which can be applied to any state-space model and which generalize the traditional Kalman filtering methods. However, those methods, for instance, BIS-based PF and SIS-based PF require a large number of particles to ensure high-accurate positioning, and mainly focus on the positioning using static fingerprint database, thus can easy to be affected by the complex environment.
Overall, this paper presents a novel indoor location tracking algorithm for indoor wireless networks environment, that use: (1) a modified particle filter tracking algorithm based on sampling optimization, and (2) an automatic fingerprint update mechanism, which both take advantage of the continuity of motion, to solve the challenges brought about by great environmental diversity and complexity in indoor positioning and tracking schemes using the ubiquitous WLAN infrastructure.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND FUNDAMENTAL HYPOTHESES A. INDOOR TARGET TRACKING SYSTEM MODEL
Optimal target tracking system based on dynamic fingerprint (OTTDF) is a fingerprint-based tracking system that can localize a target accurately with low cost. OTTDF acquires RSS measurements from the existing Wi-Fi infrastructure, it is carried out in a laboratory scenario. The environment contains different kinds of obstacles which may influence the transmission of signals in unpredictable ways. A target move freely in the tracking area. In addition, OTTDF includes a modified particle filter (PF) tracking algorithm to predict the target location and route, and a database update method that can dynamically update fingerprint database. Notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1 .
Different from two phases in the traditional tracking system model, OTTDF is composed of the following three modules as shown in Fig. 2 : offline phase, online location prediction and target tracking phase, as well as online fingerprint update and positioning phase.
1) The offline phase mainly to collect offline RSS signal in location area and build the complete fingerprint database, and this database will be used to the tracking and positioning of online phase. Main methods for building fingerprint database are explained in Section-III-A. First, the location area is divided into a number of cells with equal size, and the reference node is placed at the center of each grid while the access points are randomly placed in the location area. Each reference point detects and collects the RSS of the surrounding access points (APs). Then, we measure distance between each two grids to form the distance matrix. Note that the location of each access point and reference point is known in advance. Thus, the coordinates of each reference point, the RSS values for each reference point in the offline phase, and the distances matrix are combined together to be the complete offline database.
2) In the online location prediction and target tracking phase, locations and routes from targets are extracted. The modified particle filter (PF) tracking algorithm based on sampling optimization is used to describe target motion trajectory, the improvement of sampling method and weight calculation are not only reduce the required number of samples, but also shrink the sampling area which effectively cut down the computing overhead.
3) The online fingerprint update phase, which is divided into two steps, renovates fingerprint database based on the continuity of indoor user movement. In the first step, we first calculate the volatility caused by trajectory discontinuity, to find a suitable time for database update. In the second step, we update the database on the basis of a feedback mechanism according to spatial correlation.
B. THE FUNDAMENTAL HYPOTHESES
We next present three hypotheses about the tracking model, which are validated with the statistical results through previous measurement study [31] .
1) Positions that are close to each other should get similar RSS fingerprint.
2) Similar RSS values at corresponding positions should be close to each other.
3) The more update points are, the more credible the fingerprints from feedback will be.
The first two assumptions have been proven to be mostly true in indoor localization problem in wireless sensor networks [13] , the third assumption is validated with our previous measurement study [31] .
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN A. OFFLINE-STAGE: FINGERPRINT DATABASE BUILDING
In the offline phase, we need to set up a fingerprint database. During the database building, there exist four important modules including grids division, offline RSS collection, distance matrix building and complete offline database building.
1) GRIDS DIVISION
In this paper, the indoor tracking area is subdivided into a number of virtual horizontal and vertical grids according to Theorem 1 [31] , to cut down the cost during RSS collection. Moreover, the grids are encoded in the form of coordinates.
Theorem 1: In a certain rectangular area, if the communication radius of the network node is r, there is a limit on the number of grids N grid in this area,
which leads to low cost during offline phase sample collection, where S region is the area of rectangle, I min is the smallest interference loss, ∧ is a constant of
)(P t and P r are transmit power and receive power of nodes respectively. G t and G r are antenna gains of sending and receiving nodes respectively. h t and h r are antenna height of sending and receiving nodes respectively). VOLUME 6, 2018
2) OFFLINE RSS COLLECTION
A mobile device, like a smart phone equipped with 802.11 NIC, is used to receive the beacon message from APs at each sample position. The message contains RSS that can depict the changes of signal with space. Assuming that indoor environment is subdivided into n × n grids on the basis of Theorem 1 and we define N = n × n as the total number of grids. Each grid selects a reference point as a RSS sampling position, and the APs are randomly deployed in the indoor tracking area. In the communication range of the APs, mobile device moving to a reference point can gather the RSS of the APs and store it into the offline database.
However, the complex indoor environment would lead to received signals changes in the real world. It is difficult to obtain accurate RSS information. To solve the problem, we collect the RSS of a reference point in a period time and calculate the average. Suppose q is the total collection numbers of RSS. Then the average RSS value of reference point j received from AP i can be expressed as:
where ϕ i,j (τ ) is the τ th RSS that the j th grid received from the i th AP. The total number of access points is L.
The original sampling matrix is described as (3):
If reference node is beyond the communication range of AP i, that is, node j cannot receive RSS information from AP i, then ϕ i,j = 0.
3) DISTANCE MATRIX BUILDING
In later online phase (Section-IV-C), we must judge whether the update point is within the scope of Duplex Cut-off area (DCoA) by the use of distance between two grids. However, if we calculate the distance between grids in online phase, it will increase the complexity of algorithm and cause the additional calculate cost, and then the real-time performance of positioning will decrease. Thus, we skillfully build the distance matrix in offline phase. Then, we only need to invoke this matrix to get the distance between grids in online phase. As we know, the total number of grids is N , and we define the distance between grid k and grid j is d kj . Then, the distance matrix D is show in (4):
4) COMPLETE OFFLINE DATABASE BUILDING
As we implemented the system in two-dimensional space, the coordinates of the reference points are very important for the localization of unknown nodes. Thus, the coordinates of each reference points, the RSS values for each reference point in the offline phase ψ, and the distances matrix D are combined together to be the complete offline database, as shown in (5):
where (x, y) is the coordinates of reference points. Each record of a reference point in the complete offline database is represented by (x j ,y j ,ϕ i,j ,D(i, k)).
B. ONLINE-STAGE 1: LOCATION PREDICTION AND TARGET TRACKING
In the target tracking phase, the problem of tracking a mobile target is reduced to a sequence of the location estimation for a stationary target, using a modified particle filter tracking algorithm based on sampling optimization which takes advantage of the continuity of movement.
1) Proximity estimation and sampling area optimization mechanism
In particle filters (PF), Bayesian Importance Sampling (BIS) and Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) are two main sampling mechanism based on the idea of Monte Carlo stochastic modeling method. By selecting an importance probability distributions, a set of discrete random samples with associated weights are obtained. The samples have been forced to adjust their weights and positions according to state observation. Thus, PF can render a number of particles to approximate the posterior probability distribution. However, using Monte Carlo sampling method, traditional particle filter tracking algorithm relies on a large number of samples to achieve better performance, this caused the computational complexity. Besides, many sample particles are in the area where the posterior density is minor, they play a very small role in position estimation of unknown nodes, which will lead to positioning error.
Therefore, we propose and introduce two mechanisms in PF for solving the problems mentioned above. One is the proximity estimation mechanism, which firstly filter out the unreasonable particles according to the state observation. Another is sampling area optimization mechanism whose basic contents is optimizing the weight of particles, by the modified importance sampling method based on continuity of target motion. Thus, the particles in the region with larger posterior density have higher weight. This can effectively reduce the sampling area and the sampling frequency for tracking. We will detailed discuss two mechanisms in the following.
The main purpose of the proximity estimation mechanism is to find the reference points have high RSS readings similarity with the online RSS fingerprint vectors, and the grids which the reference points occupy are regard as areas closest to the location node. Particles in these grids are reserved as effective samples, the others which has small contributions to the position prediction are filtered out. Assuming RSS fingerprint vector of target measured at the moment t is
then the similarity between the two vectors is calculated using cosine similarity:
ε ∈ [−1, 1] represents the similarity of the RSS fingerprints between online measurements and offline fingerprint database. When ε ≥ 0, it means that the sequence similarity of two RSS vectors is high, that is, the target is very likely to be located in the grid of the j th reference point, and the particles in the grid j, which have greater contribution to the final position prediction, shall be reserved. Suppose that the position of the i th particle at the moment t is l i t = (x i t , y i t ), the coordinate of the j th reference points P(x j , y j ) has been stored in fingerprint database. If the distance between the particle i and the reference point j is less than half the length of the grid side, that is,
The particle i is located in the grid area of the reference point and should be retained. For example, as show in Fig. 3 , the green triangle is the real location of the target at the moment, yellow triangles are the selected reference points with the largest similarity between RSS fingerprint and realtime measurements. The yellow particles in the yellow grid area where these reference points are located are retained, and the particles outside the region are filtered out.
However, it is simply a preliminary sampling process to rule out the bad particles that have lower contribution to tracking. There still some particles in the region with low posterior density. Moreover, due to the volatility of RSS, the location hopping phenomenon may occur in the fingerprint similarity calculating, which is detailed discussed in the Section-IV-C. Thus, further filtering of incorrect locations is essential.
We modify the importance sampling method by introducing the continuity of the target movement. An area with larger posterior density, which is called the optimal sampling area, can be limited on the basis of the change of target movement trend referring the prediction and tracking algorithm. The moving trajectory of a target, that is a function of the time, can be described by polynomial-approximated approach, as shown in Fig.4 . Since the last three time positions can be saved in database, curve a is fitting by l t−3 (x t−3 , y t−3 ), l t−2 (x t−2 , y t−2 ), l t−1 (x t−1 , y t−1 ) using quadratic function,
The straight line b is calculated by l t−3 (x t−3 , y t−3 ), l t−2 (x t−2 , y t−2 ) based on linear function,
c is a circle centered at l t−1 (x t−1 , y t−1 ) of V max radius, which can be expressed as,
A 1 , A 2 are two intersection points of a intersect with c, while B 1 and B 2 are two points of b intersect with c. The unknown target will be located at the optimal sampling area A 1 l t−1 B 1 at a higher probability on time t, according to continuity of curvilinear motion. Based on this foundation, the particles in the optimal sampling area will be vested with higher weight. The method of determining whether a particle VOLUME 6, 2018 is in the optimal sampling area A 1 l t−1 B 1 is described as following.
Vectors expression of straight line b can be represented by the position coordinates of the last two moments, i.e., l t−2 l t−1 = (x t−2 − x t−1 , y t−2 − y t−1 ), and vector from l t−1 to a particle l i t of sample set L t on the present is l t−1 l i t = (x t−1 − x i t , y t−1 − y i t ). If the cross product of two vectors and is larger than 0, that is:
It can be deduced that l i t is in the semicircle B 1 A 1 B 2 of circle c, which is demonstrated by the red shaded area in Fig. 4(a) . Simultaneously, in case of l i t is in the cross area of curve a and straight line b, i.e., the ordinate of l i t is satisfied the condition y b < y i t < y a or y a < y i t < y b . It can be concluded that l i t is in the optimal sampling area A 1 l t−1 B 1 , as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
Thus, the weight in the optimal sampling area is W i t = qW , and the others are W i t = W . The value of q is an integer greater than 1, which means that the weight of the sample in the region with larger posterior density distribution is larger than other samples weight. After the weights are normalized, the samples in the red shaded A 1 l t−1 B 1 with larger posterior density distribution value have larger weights in Fig. 4(b) . The formulas for the normalization of the weights for samples in and out of the region are expressed as (12) and (13) respectively:
In the formula, M 1 is the number of samples in the region with larger posterior density distribution value, and M 2 is the number of samples in other regions.
2) Particle filter target tracking algorithm based on sampling area optimization
Therefore, the overwritten of the traditional PF algorithm is expressed as following, after joining proximity estimation mechanism and sampling area optimization mechanism.
Step 1: Initialization. It is assumed that the position of target at time t − 1 is known as l t−1 = (x t−1 , y t−1 ), and the maximum velocity reached V max . Considering the position information and weight information of the particles merely, the structure of the particle is designed to be (x i t−1 , y i t−1 , ω i t−1 ), where (x i t−1 , y i t−1 ) is the position of i th particle up to time t with associated weight ω i t−1 . Randomly generate particles around the initial position of the target according to normal distribution, whose weights are set as
where M is the number of particles. Each particle represents a possible movement state of the user, that is, a location where the user may be located
Step 2: Proximity estimation. The real environment is observed to filter out particles with small influence on location prediction. The RSS sequence from different APs on the location is adopted as observation of current environment.
Assuming RSS fingerprint vector of target measured at the moment t is ψ i = {ϕ 1,i , ϕ 2,i , · · ·, ϕ L,i }, RSS fingerprint vectors of reference points j in offline database is ψ j = {ϕ 1,j , ϕ 2,j , · · ·, ϕ L,j }, then the similarity between the two vectors is calculated using (6). When 0 < ε ≤ 1, the particles in the grid area of the j th reference point are retained. Otherwise, particles in the region should be filtered at this step, that is, the particle weight is set to 0.
Step 3: Importance sampling based on sampling area optimization. Determine the number of positioning K , move to
Step 5 directly if K ≤ 2. Otherwise, when a effective particle selected in Step 2 meets the condition of (11), it can be deduced that the particle is in the optimal sampling area A 1 l t−1 B 1 , and the associated weight is given by (12) . Conversely, it indicates that the particle is in a region with smaller probability of posterior density, and the associated weight is given by (13) .
Step 4: State estimation. The optimal solution of target coordinates is estimated by the particles at time t.
Step 5: Resampling. Particles are re-sampled according to their weight while the number of particles is less than 2 3 M , where low-weighted particles are probably destroyed, and high-weighted particles are duplicated. This is performed by drawing M particles with replacement out of the current particle set according to the associated weights.
Step 6: Do that t = t + 1 and return to the Step 2.
Step 7: Path estimation. For each iteration, a target position is determined by the average location of L t . The resulting position sequence after all iterations represents the most probable target trajectory.
Thus, a modification to the PF algorithm based on particle update and sampling optimization is now introduced. Note that the optimal algorithm needs to save the location of the first 3 moments of the target, leading to the memory space increase. However, for wireless networks, sacrificing a certain memory space to exchange processing time and location accuracy is of practical significance. And through the unreasonable particle filtration and sampling optimization, the particles in the region with larger posterior density have greater weight, and effectively reduce the sampling area and the computing overhead for tracking.
C. ONLINE-STAGE 2: DATABASE UPDATE AND POSITIONING

1) The discontinuity of target position in fingerprintbased localization
Trajectory continuity means that the trajectories of moving targets should be smooth, and there will be no abrupt jump in position estimation of continuous time. However, in the complex indoor environments, one main problem restricts the positioning accuracy of traditional fingerprinting-based localization is that in similarity measurement process, the fingerprints collected real-time are similar to those of multiple reference positions in database, leading to the distance between the locations of fingerprint similarity cannot be close with each other, which is called location volatility. The fingerprints similarity in nonadjacent position is caused by the multipath effect in the process of signal propagation, making the final result is the location far away from the real position and the difference between the position of current and the last time is very large, resulting in the discontinuity of the continuous motion trajectory.
In order to reduce the influence of indoor multipath effect and time varying on fingerprint database, we proposed a dynamic fingerprint update method based on trajectory continuity. Volatility is defined to determine an appropriate time to update the fingerprint database.
Definition 1: Based on the Euclidean distance among data vectors, the volatility is defined as the distance between the current estimated position (x 0 , y 0 ) that is obtained through DWKNN algorithm and the predicted position last time (x k , y k )using modified PF algorithm:
As things above-mentioned, the trajectories of moving targets rarely change abruptly from the view of distance. It is impossible for a target to make a great position mutation at the next moment. On the contrary, if there is a big difference between the estimated location and the predicted position of the last time, we conclude that is trajectory discontinuity caused by fingerprints similarity in a variety of positions [32] . It is considered that the RSS observational fluctuation causes the discontinuity of the trajectory, and leads to the vice position estimation, when the relative distance between the estimated position of the current time and the position at the last time exceeds a threshold T . That's when the fingerprint database is required to update.
T is an acceptable level of volatility that ensures the precision of location, the range of it is from 1m to 1.5m, which can guarantee the positioning error occurs in the positioning process currently that do not affect the final result. Since one step of an adult is about 40cm to 60cm, when the difference between two successive positioning results exceeds the distance of two steps, it reveals that the phenomenon of location volatility occurred, so that the value of T is consistent with the real world.
RSS fluctuation resulted by environmental variability will bring positioning error in online stage. By introducing the continuity of indoor target motion, we can get accurate and stable positioning results based on errors revision. Moreover, the fingerprint database can be effectively maintained through comparing the estimated position and time prediction position. However, in online-stage 1, we recorded the location of the target at each time and obtained the trajectory of the target ultimately. The general direction of the target movement is determined by the trajectory fitting. The unreasonable region selection caused by RSS fluctuation is filtered out, and the location prediction accuracy of particle filtering is observably improved. The details of dynamic fingerprint database update based on trajectory continuity will be discussed in the following.
2) Dynamic fingerprint database update based on trajectory continuity
In this section, we will explain the localization process of OTTDF and our fingerprint update mechanism in detail. We define two different types of nodes and a Duplex Cut-off Area at first:
Definition 2: Update points (UPs) are those RSS values need to be re-measured by themselves in fingerprint database.
Definition 3: Non-update points (NUPs) are those that RSS value is updated by update points instead of being remeasured by themselves in fingerprint database.
Definition 4: We define Duplex Cut-off area (DCoA) is overlapping areas of two circles. The first layer of DCoA (FDCoA) considers the target predicted position by modified PF as the center, and the radius of this area can be an arbitrary value R 1 , FDCoA consists of UPs and NUPs. The second layer of DCoA (SDCoA) with the center of a NUP and radius of arbitrary value R 2 , which contains UPs which have a high impact on the NUPs.
For example, as show in Fig. 5 , the rectangular area represents part of the fingerprint database, the triangles are the reference points. C 1 is the FDCoA, in which, the yellow reference points are selected as UPs while the red are NUPs. Note that only the reference points in DCoA are selected as the effective UPs, and the blue points outside the DCoA do not participate in the positioning process. C 2 is the SDCoA, when updating the NUP that is the center of SDCoA, merely NUPs in the this area are selected as effectively NUPs, and the others out of SDCoA are neglected.
Then, the start-up of the fingerprint database update module is determined by the degree of volatility. In OTTDF, the positioning server will response the mobile device with the estimated position when it enters the location area and sends out a location query message. The predicted location (x k , y k ) at last time is obtained by the modified particle filter (PF) tracking algorithm mentioned above, while the estimated location (x 0 , y 0 ) is acquired based on the diatancebased weight k-Nearest Neighbor (DWKNN) algorithm. The DWKNN algorithm flow used in this paper is shown in Algorithm 1. By using the Euclidean principle, we define the distance between the estimated location and the predicted position as the volatility, which is described as (15) , in order to use historical location information to remove the ambiguity points which are far apart and improve the positioning accuracy. Assuming that T indicates the set volatility threshold, the RSS database whether needs to update is determined according to whether the volatility is out of bound T .
Finally, if the volatility δ i > T , based on Hypothesis in Section II-A, the detailed elaboration of our fingerprint update method is discussed as following.
Step 1: In the positioning area, we have a circle of radius R whose center is the target's predicted location by modified VOLUME 6, 2018 
Calculate the distance l i between ϕ realtime and the fingerprints in database which built during the offline phase,
Sort the array sort( ) /*The value from small to large*/; 5: Four positions (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), (x 3 , y 3 ), (x 4 , y 4 ) with the least distance values are selected; 6: Calculate the weight α k ,
is the sum of l k ); 7: Get the target's position (p x , p y ) = α 1 (x 1 , y 1 ) + α 2 (x 2 , y 2 ) + α 3 (x 3 , y 3 ) + α 4 (x 4 , y 4 ); 8: return target's position p x , p y . PF, which is called FDCoA. we randomly select θ reference points in the RSS database from the first layer of DCoA, in which the number of NUPs and UPs are both θ 2, as shown in Fig. 5 . The real value of θ is 1/10 to 1/8 of the total numbers of the grids, and the value in this paper is 30. In addition, R 1 , the radius of FDCoA can be determined by Distance Matrix D, which is 10 times as a side length value of the square grid. The same as R 2 is 5 times as a side length value of the square grid. By comparing R 1 and R 2 with elements in D, the range of DCoA can be deduced, to guarantee the number of NUPs and UPs are sufficient.
Step 2: The latest RSS value of the UPs are measured in real time, the RSS update value of the NUPs are calculated by linear interpolation [33] and UPs according to Hypotheses 1) and 2), that is, the RSS value is fed back to NUP from the UPs. The main idea of the feedback mechanism is to input the RSS value of the surrounding three UPs and the corresponding coordinates, and to output the RSS of the NUP. As shown in Fig. 5 , there exist three conditions during feedback process. 1) We can calculate the RSS of NUP directly, as it happens like Fig. 5(a) , there are three UPs in DCoA. 2) If there are more than three UPs in DCoA, we select the nearest three UPs to update the NUPs, as shown in Fig. 5(b). 3 ) If there are less than three UPs in DCoA, we select the nearest NUP with low change frequency of RSS to instead the missing UP, like Fig. 5(c) .
Step 3: The updated RSS database is used to recalculate the estimated location of verifying node, and the location volatility can be calculated by (15) .
Repeat above Step 1. to Step 3. until δ i < T or the update times for the fingerprint database is greater than G. Save all location volatilities obtained by multiple measurements, which can be represented by set :
where G is the maximum update times that is an integer between 1 and 5, and T is the volatility threshold which can be selected from 1m to 1.5m. Through comparing all volatility in , the RSS database, that have the smallest δ, is used as the online real-time location RSS database, and the corresponding coordinate is returned as the final target location.
D. OPTIMAL TARGET TRACKING BASED ON DYNAMIC FINGERPRINT SYSTEM (OTTDF)
In summary, the complete algorithm description of Optimal Target Tracking based on Dynamic Fingerprint (OTTDF) system used is described as Algorithm 2, on the basis of three stages mentioned above, is the original sampling matrix, L is number of AP, r represents communication radius of AP, the number of update-point is delegated by θ, R 1 and R 2 is the radius of FDCoA and SDCoA respectively, G is fingerprint max update time, T indicates threshold of volatility. Thus, an OTTDF Algorithm combines the modified PF algorithm and the dynamic fingerprint update mechanism is presented.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the simulation, implementation and experimental evaluation of OTTDF. First, by MATLAB software it makes the algorithm simulation. Then we carry out real experiments and illustrate the positioning and tracking results for our optimal target tracking based on dynamic The real environment is observed to filter out particles with small influence on location prediction by proximity estimation using (6) and (7); 5: Combine the sample circle at l t−1 , and use polynomial approximation method, obtain the optimal sampling area; 6: if particle l i t ∈ the optimal sampling area then 
12:
Save the updated RSS to ; 14: end if 15 :
Return the coordinate p x , p y ;
17:
else 18: Update RSS to ; 19: g+1,i+1; 20: end if 21: if g < G then 22: Goto 10;
23:
Compare all location volatilities = [δ 1 , δ 2 , ..., δ G ], select the smallest δ i ; 25: Return the coordinate p x , p y ; 26: end if 27: end if fingerprint algorithm. Finally, we evaluate the performance of OTTDF. In our evaluation, we use the two important metrics considering indoor localization performance, location precise and computing overhead, to testify the refined tracking algorithm.
A. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
The simulation results are discussed in detail firstly to prove the feasibility and serviceability of the algorithm. The indoor environment with 10 APs randomly deployed in the tracking area of 30m × 30m, which is simulated by MATLAB. We testify the refined tracking algorithm OTTDF under different target movement states, the speed and acceleration to adjust the direction and distance of target movement, simulating the different motion state of the target in the real indoor scene. Table 2 shows parameters of the simulation environment. Table 3 and Table 4 displays the target motion state on X-axis and Y-axis respectively. Parameters of OTTDF are given in Table 5 according to our previous work [31] . To analyze the positioning performance of OTTDF algorithm more intuitive, the coordinate variation curve and error analysis (using the Euclidean principle to specify the location error) of three tracking results are given respectively, which reflects the influence on the location algorithm of target motion in different directions.
The coordinate variation curve on X-axis is shown in Fig. 6 , in which the full line with black star is the actual trajectory of the target moving along the X axis, and during the three tracking process, the prediction trajectories of the target moving along the X-axis are respectively represented by stars with different colors. The motion state is adjusted according to the three tracking parameters set in Table 2 , where V x , V y , A x , A y represent the velocity and acceleration on the X-axis and Y-axis respectively. We change the speed and acceleration to adjust the direction and speed of target movement. As we can see, three predicted trajectory is almost coincident with the actual trajectory of the node to be tracked. The errors of the predicted X coordinates at each time are counted during the three target tracking process. As shown in Fig. 7 , errors on X-axis of the 1st tracking are depicted by the full green line with cross-shaped points, in this process, the target speed is 1m/s, the acceleration is 0, and the range of tracking errors is from 0.05m to 0.30m. In the latter two tracking processes, with the speed and acceleration increased, however, the range of the tracking errors is still keep the average of 0.3346m. The tracking accuracy of OTTDF algorithm has not decreased significantly.
The coordinate variation curve on Y-axis is shown in Fig. 8 , in which the full line with black star is the actual trajectory of the target moving along the Y-axis, and during the three tracking process, the prediction trajectories of the target moving along the Y-axis are respectively represented by stars with different colors. The motion state is adjusted according to the three tracking parameters set in Table 3 . As we can see, three predicted trajectory is almost coincident with the actual trajectory of the node to be tracked. As shown in Fig. 9 , the errors of the predicted Y coordinates at each time are counted during the three target tracking process. With the speed and acceleration increased, similar to the situation on X-axis, the tracking errors of OTTDF algorithm has not increased significantly.
Summarized, the proposed algorithm has better tracking effect for mobile nodes with randomly changing motion state, which is reflected on the small size increased of tracking errors on X-axis and Y-axis. Simulation results show that OTTDF, which combines sampling optimization particle filter algorithm and dynamic fingerprint database update mechanism, can adapt well to the complex movement state of indoor environment. It can still maintain high accuracy when the target is set in different motion states.
B. REAL EXPERIMENTS
Afterwards, to test and verify the efficiency of the our methods, we conduct online experiments with our modified PF-based OTTDF algorithm, Kalman algorithm and conventional PF algorithm in a typical application scenario, as shown in Fig. 10 , a 324m 2 office with common furnishings of Embedded Network and Computing lab in our university. On the basis of Theorem 1, the indoor rectangular region is divided into 18 × 18 grids, while the communication radius of an access point is 10m, besides, the interference loss is 25dbm and the interference loss coefficient is 3.25 owing to the building material in the laboratory is cement. In addition, we utilize TL-WA501G+ routers manufactured by TPLINK TECHNOLOGIES CO.LTD as the access points (APs). The 10 Wi-Fi APs are randomly deployed in the test area and the position of each Wi-Fi access point is fixed. A Huawei mobile phone which supported the 802.11 protocol is utilized as the mobile target. A target moves with a person at a random speed in this grid area, due to the impact of indoor obstacles and pedestrians.
The study has made comparisons of the performance of the three methods in terms of tracking ability and localization accuracy. As shown in Fig. 11 , the testing results indicate that there is a better coincidence between the real motion orbit and the modified OTTDF model. In conventional PF and Kalman, the trajectory deviations increase with the influenced by the raised motion state uncertainty. The tracking precisions of the three methods are given in Fig. 12 , we can tell that compared with previous PF and Kalman algorithms, the errors of our OTTDF algorithms at a relative low level. There are two reasons: first, the real indoor environment and the actual movement state of targets is more complex, OTTDF makes a modification of previous sampling method, and the negative effect of the motion model uncertainty are eliminated; second, OTTDF uses dynamic fingerprint database update mechanism to filter out the outdated fingerprints caused by environmental factors in time, which can handle the complicated and various environment and movement changed.
The comparison between the simulation results and the real experimental results is given in Table 6 . Note that the actual indoor environment is more complex than the simulation environment, there are many obstacles and uncertainties affecting signal strength and target movement. However, simulation experiments results is only 0.26m better than real experiments in the best case of three trajectories. The comparison between the simulation results and the real experimental results is given in Table 4 . In spite of the complex indoor conditions and the randomness of the movement state of the indoor targets, OTTDF algorithm still has high practicability in the indoor location owing to the speed of the indoor target movement will not be very high.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Tracking precise and computing overhead of OTTDF are mainly affected by the numbers of samples, because the essence of OTTDF is a modified version of PF. Therefore, to verify that the improvement of important sampling method capacity can increase the performance of tracking methods, we conduct several experiments to compare the tracking precise and computing overhead between our OTTDF and traditional PF leveraging Bayes important sampling (BIS-based PF) and sequential importance sampling (SIS-based PF). SIS-based PF and BIS-based PF both are on the basis of the classical Monte Carlo method.
1) LOCATION PRECISE
For the BIS-based PF and SIS-based PF, OTTDF, three size sample set respectively contains 100,500 and 1000 particles are used for the tracking process. Table 7 illustrates average positioning error of 30 positions in the whole tracking process with the evolution of the sample sets of the three methods. We can tell that OTTDF algorithm can achieve a better location precise with a spot of samples. In the case of SIS-based PF and BIS-based PF requires 1000 samples to obtain positioning error of 1.5m around, OTTDF algorithm still retains a lower error of 0.5m around when the number of samples is halved. However, the positioning error of OTTDF is reduced by 1m -2m, which is much better than the previous two approaches. What lies behind this is that the OTTDF algorithm adopts a optimal sampling method, which can give larger weights to the particles with larger posterior density. Therefore, a small number of samples is required to achieve high positioning accuracy.
2) TIME CONSUMING
According to 1), OTTDF algorithm, which is leveraging a novel sample optimization method, can achieve higher tracking accuracy with merely 500 particles than the previous twos (BIS-based PF and SIS-based PF) with 1000 particles. Therefore, we compare the computing overhead of OTTDF using 500 particles and the other twos with 1000 particles. As shown in Table 8 , OTTDF completes the whole tracking process with 1.094s, while SIS-based PF and BIS-based PF requires more than 2s. Compared with the other two PF algorithms, the computing overhead of the OTTDF algorithm is reduced by about 1/2. In addition, the computing overhead is also significantly outperforms previous RSSI-based tracking systems (usually 2s -3s). The results of experiments tell us that the reduction of the number of particles in the sampling process greatly reduces the total computing overhead, although a certain amount of computation is introduced by calculating the optimal sampling area in OTTDF.
VI. CONCLUSION
Indoor localization and tracking is one of the most appealing applications and becomes ever-increasing common in our daily life. RSSI-based fingerprint schemes have been widely used to provide location/route-aware services in wireless networks. In this paper, an Optimal Target Tracking based on Dynamic Fingerprint (OTTDF) system is proposed, which combines the modified PF algorithm and the dynamic fingerprint update mechanism. Compared with the traditional indoor localization and tracking algorithm, our proposed algorithm has two advantages. First, the algorithm refines the sampling method of traditional Particle Filter tracking algorithm whereby Curve Fitting (CF) in the online location prediction phase, which reduces the sampling frequency and the computational complexity. Second, this algorithm updates the fingerprints dynamically in a new method, which not only improves the location accuracy but also reduces the energy consumption, makes the fingerprint database more adaptable to the complicated environment in some extent.
To conclude, OTTDF can not only improve the efficiency of location algorithm, but also depress the effect of target mobility on positioning accuracy in complex and changeable wireless networks scenario.
Although the fingerprinting-based localization scheme provides satisfactory accuracy, one often has to reconstruct the fingerprint database to capture the features of a new environment (for example, there exist various characteristics in different indoor application situation, to name a few, the flow of people is impressive in large-scale supermarkets, the devices in industrial plant are densely deployed), which is extremely time-consuming. In addition, the heterogeneity of devices and the security of users are another two problems need to be solved. So the main challenge to address in the future is to have a unified framework for fingerprint databases independently of entitles.
